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Abstract 

This article gives an overview on the main results of driving behaviour observations carried out 

with drivers using different IVT systems. This work was part of the FP7 project INTERACTION 

(Understanding driver interactions with In-Vehicle Technologies) in which the use of mature 

and wide spread IVT systems, namely Cruise Control, Speed Limiter, Navigation System and 

Mobile Phone was investigated. The aim of the project was to gather more information about 

when, where and under which conditions these systems are used. The driving behaviour 

observations with the help of the “Wiener Fahrprobe” gave additional information on how 

drivers are handling with the systems and how the use of the systems is influencing the driving 

behaviour in normal and emergency situations. Therefore two test rides with 91 test persons in 

seven countries on a standardised route were carried out. On the first observation ride the test 

persons were using two of the IVT systems while on the second ride they were using two other 

systems. Therefore comparisons of the driving behaviour with and without an active IVT 

system could be done. The test persons were observed by two observers, one with the task to 

register driving errors with a standardised observation sheet (coding observer) and the other 

describing especially the interaction and communication behaviour of the test persons, server 

errors and conflicts (free observer). This article will concentrate on the observations regarding 

the handling with the systems and the interaction processes with other road users while using 

the systems.  

1. Introduction 

This article gives an overview on the main results of driving behaviour observations carried out 

with drivers using different IVT systems. This work was part of the FP7 project INTERACTION 

(Understanding driver interactions with In-Vehicle Technologies) in which the use of mature 

and wide spread IVT systems, namely Cruise Control, Speed Limiter, Speed Alert, Navigation 
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System and Mobile Phone was investigated. The aim of the project was to gather more 

information about when, where and under which conditions these systems are used. Therefore 

different methods like Focus Groups, standardised on-line questionnaires and naturalistic 

driving studies were used. The driving behaviour observations with the help of the Wiener 

Fahrprobe gave additional information on how drivers are interacting with the systems and how 

the use of the systems are influencing the driving behaviour in normal and emergency 

situations.  

Based on the results of the methods used in previous steps within the INTERACTION project 

the observation method (Wiener Fahrprobe) was adapted for this special task and a 

standardised route was established in each participating country (Czech Republic, Finland, 

France, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and United Kingdom). Between June 2011 and June 

2012 two observation rides on these standardised routes with 96 participants were carried out. 

On the first ride the test persons were using two of the IVT systems while on the second ride 

they were using the other two systems. Comparisons of the driving behaviour with and without 

an active IVT were carried out in this way. The test persons were observed by two observers. 

One of them had the task to register driving errors with a standardised observation sheet 

(coding observer). The other one described especially the interaction and communication 

behaviour of the test persons, severe errors and conflicts (free observer).  

While other methods used in the project concentrated more on the pattern of use of the 

systems the behaviour observations gave a more in-depth view on how the test persons were 

handling the systems, how this influenced behaviour as road users, and how interaction 

processes were influenced by all this. This article gives a short introduction about the method 

(Wiener Fahrprobe) used to observe the test persons as well a description of how the method 

was implemented. Furthermore an overview of the method used to analyse the data will be 

given. Finally the overall results of the free observations and conclusions for each system, 

concentrating on how the drivers were handling the systems and the interaction behaviour, will 

be given. The article is based on Deliverable 6: “A report on the impact of IVT use on drivers’ 

behaviour and individual differences” of the INTERACTION project 

The goal of this paper is to show how the use of different types of IVS influence car driver 

behaviour. The focus is especially on communication with the social environment (i.e. other 

road users) which cannot be registered nor analysed systematically with any other method 

then the one described below. 

2. Method and procedures 

2.1. Wiener Fahrprobe 

The Wiener Fahrprobe (Risser & Brandstätter 1985) is an observation method used by either 

one or two persons inside observed subjects` cars. Within the INTERACTION project it was 
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used in order to assess how IVT influence behaviour, and to make short term prognoses with 

respect to future behaviour. Several behaviour variables are registered. Driving behaviour is 

registered both in a standardised and non-standardised way (= non-predictable events). The 

total set of variables is meant to be a reflection of the observed subjects´ driving behaviour, or 

driving style (see Lajunen et al. 1998). Changes in driving behaviour that are expected from 

any measures, or brought about by any other changes of the preconditions for driving, should 

be reflected by changes in these variables. 

The two observers involved in the process have the following functions: 

The „Coding observer“ records all driving actions on every single section of the route with the 

help of a standardised observation sheet. The list of standardised variables consists of those 

types of behaviour that can be specified and expected to appear, in advance, and in different 

well-identifiable modes (e.g., on each section of any route it will be possible to say whether an 

observed subject will have to use the indicator when turning). It may be expected that these 

types of errors can happen, though not as far as their number is concerned, and thus a variable 

to be ticked can be put on a sheet. Other and mostly more severe errors are not (well) 

predictable. An example is that the driver almost knocks over a pedestrian who crosses the 

road off the pedestrian crossing. 

The "Free observer“ registers behaviour that cannot be foreseen systematically in his/her own 

words, like 

• illegal or dangerous types of behaviour that are not "standard" 

• communication processes between the observed person and other road users 

• traffic conflicts, where an evasive action is necessary to avoid an accident 

During the INTERACTION project a mix of different methods were used. Focus groups, 

standardised questionnaires and naturalistic driving studies gave more information about 

when, where or under which conditions the IVT systems are used. In contrast to this, with the 

help of the Wiener Fahrprobe observations can be done especially on how the drivers are 

handling the system, how this influences their behaviour as drivers, and how this influences the 

way the drivers communicate with other road users. Due to the sample limitations no 

representative information for a larger population can be given. But the observations are a 

good base in order to see what types of behaviour and interaction can be expected while using 

the systems. Moreover, the combination of the use of the Wiener Fahrprobe and Natural 

driving observation will allow to allocate certain communication patterns to certain patterns of 

data collected electronically and/or video data.  

2.2. Procedure 

Based on specific criteria each in each partner country a standardised test route was 

established. The length of the routes was about 30 to 40 kilometres and each of them was 

divided into four main sections (one for each IVT system). Each section was further divided into 

sub sections in order to make the observation for the two observers more easy. Detailed 
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information about the test routes established in each country can be found in the 

INTERACTION Milestone report 10 “Selection of standardised route for each participating 

country and training of the observers“. 

Two observation rides were carried out with each test person. The first observation took place 

within one week after the test person had received an equipped car which was needed for the 

naturalistic driving observation. The second observation ride took place approximately four 

weeks later, at the end of the naturalistic observation period of the test person. 

During one in-depth observation ride a Cruise Control and the Speed Limiter/Speed Alert 

system were used by the drivers. During the other observation ride the test persons used the 

Navigation System and the Mobile phone.  

The aim of the observations was to analyse the driving behaviour while using different IVT 

systems and to investigate possible changes in the driving behaviour between the two in-depth 

observation periods non-use of the system and use of the system.  

2.2.1 Cruise Control (CC) 

The aim was to observe the driving behaviour of the test persons while using a CC on 

motorways. The main section for the CC use started before entering a motorway. The test 

persons should then activate the CC and set a speed limit of their own choice. The main 

section for this part ended when getting off the motorway. The test persons should deactivate 

the CC before leaving the motorway. On the other ride the test person drove on the same 

motorway but not using the CC. 

2.2.2 Speed Limiter (SL) 

The aim was to observe the driving behaviour of the test persons while driving on rural roads 

and in urban areas using a SL. The test persons should activate the SL when entering the main 

section and set a speed limit of their own choice. On the other ride the test person drove on the 

same roads but not using the SL. 

2.2.3 Navigation system (NavSat) 

The aim was to observe the driving behaviour of the test persons while following route 

guidance information (visual and acoustic) of a nomadic NavSat. In order to provide 

comparable data of all participants, all test persons drove on the same test route. Therefore the 

NavSat was programmed by the observers beforehand. After coming to the end of the NavSat 

section, the NavSat was switched off and the observers guided the test persons through the 

rest of the test route verbally. On the ride without an active NavSat the test persons were 

informed beforehand which route they should drive. A map was given to them and they also 

had the possibility to make notes etc. before starting driving. On the ride the test persons had 

to find their way on their own and were only corrected by the observers if they would drive a 

wrong way.  
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2.2.4 Mobile phone (MP) 

The aim was to observe the driving behaviour while the test person was receiving a phone call. 

In all cases the test persons used a hands free MP. The test persons received two phone calls 

(each of them approximately 3 to 5 minutes, with a short brake in between) during this section 

and had to answer several questions. The call and the questioning were done by a person of 

the participating partner. On the other ride the test person drove on the same roads but without 

a phone conversation. 

2.3. Analysis 

During the observation rides the free observers registered behaviour according to four main 

categories  

• Errors without the involvement of other road users 

• Appropriate ("good") interaction/communication behaviour 

• Errors during interaction/communication processes 

• Conflicts 

During the observation rides the free observer registered and described different situations 

and the behaviour of the test persons as detailed as possible. During the data input the 

descriptions were further categorised into different sub-categories of the four main categories. 

The main aim for this procedure was to get a better overview of the huge amount of different 

behaviour descriptions. The results will be described according to these sub-categories. 

3. Results 

The results will be described for each system first for the overall observation and second for 

the interaction behaviour. The overall observation will concentrate on how the test persons 

were handling the systems and the special functions (e.g. for CC and SL which speed was set 

in the system, how often was the speed actively changed; reaction on the route guidance given 

by the  Sat-Nav; influence on the driving behaviour during the phone conversation). The 

description of the interaction behaviour observations will concentrate on the influences on the 

communication with other road users while using the systems in comparison to the rides 

without using the systems also including descriptions of conflict situations. 

3.1. Cruise Control 

3.1.1 Overall observation  

The Cruise Control was mainly used on highways during the observation rides. Most of the test 

persons felt comfortable using the Cruise Control, nevertheless some of the participants which 

were inexperienced with the system also claimed that they had problems using the system and 

also complained about the user interface of the system. 
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The speed selected on the Cruise Control ride was according to the current speed limit in most 

cases, but some participants also choose higher speeds, up to 30 km/h more than would have 

been allowed. Due to the traffic situation on some rides participants also selected speeds 

which were lower than the current speed limit.  

Different types of use of the Cruise Control were observed. Most participants selected a speed 

at the beginning of the Cruise Control section and hardly ever, or never, changed it till the end 

of the Cruise Control section, but some participants changed the speed in the Cruise Control 

part quite often. Mostly the +/- buttons of the Cruise Control were correctly used, but some 

participants disengaged the Cruise Control only by using the buttons and not by using the 

pedals.  

While using the Cruise Control different positions of the feet were observed. While some 

participants kept both feet on the pedals others put one or both feet away from the pedals. 

Some of the participants put them near to the pedals (hovering over the pedals), others were 

resting them near to the seat or even under the seat.  

3.1.2 Interaction behaviour 

Interaction with other road users, both positive and erroneous interaction, was reported as 

similar regardless if the Cruise Control was active or not. However, only on the rides with 

activated Cruise Control it was observed that test persons need long time to overtake another 

car as the speed differences between the cars were not high enough. Furthermore they had to 

abort overtaking manoeuvres as it took too long to pass another car and a faster car was 

coming from behind. The test persons also set higher speeds than allowed in the CC before 

overtaking other cars. Especially at the end of the Cruise Control part some participants had 

problems when approaching the exit of the motorway; late braking manoeuvres (even on the 

second lane), quick lane changes and late overtaking manoeuvres were registered. One 

participant even missed the exit. 

Only rear-end conflicts were only observed on the rides with the activated Cruise Control. 

Participants had to brake hard in order to avoid a crash as either another car was changing the 

lane suddenly in front of them or the participants recognised the lane changing manoeuvre of 

an other car too late. In other situations participants entered the deceleration lane and had to 

brake very hard because they saw a slower car too late. 

3.2 Speed Limiter 

3.2.1 Overall observation  

The Speed Limiter system was used on rural roads and in urban areas with different speed 

limits. Different use of the Speed Limiter was observers during the rides. Mainly the 

participants were using the Speed Limiter correctly and changed the speed as soon as the 

speed limit changed. But it was also reported that participants only set the speed at the 
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beginning of the Speed Limiter section and did not change it anymore regardless if the speed 

limit changed. Other participants used only two speeds, a higher one for rural roads and a 

lower one for urban areas. The speed set was either according to the speed limit but also 

higher (up to 30 km/h higher than the current limit) or lower than limit (e.g. 70 km/h in a 90 km/h 

zone).  

3.2.2 Interaction behaviour 

Positive and erroneous interaction processes with other road users were similar regardless if 

the Speed Limiter was active or not. Participants kept too short distances to the car ahead on 

both rides, were not using the indicator and also ignored the priority of other cars or vulnerable 

road users.  

Some specific types of behaviour were observed while the Speed Limiter was activated. 

Participants were not aware that the speed limit changed and still were driving with a lower 

speed so that the car drivers coming from behind felt hindered and in some cases overtook the 

participants in an aggressive manner. Participants were also distracted by the Speed Limiter 

system. In one situation the participant stopped very close to the car in front while he was 

setting the speed in the Speed Limiter. In another situation a participant got confused as he 

mixed up the signal on the dash board which indicated that the Speed Limiter is active with the 

fuel indicator.  

More conflicts were observed on the ride with the Speed Limiter active. While “only” one 

conflict with a cyclist was registered on the ride were the Speed Limiter was disengaged, two 

right-angle conflicts, one rear-end conflict and one conflict with a car driver who suddenly 

opened the car door were observed on the ride with the activated Speed Limiter. 

3.3 Navigation System 

3.3.1 Overall observation  

The Navigation System was mainly used in urban areas. On the ride without the Navigation 

System the test persons had to find their way on their own. One of the most common problems 

on both rides was that the drivers were confused and did not know were to go. Especially in 

roundabouts some of the test persons had problems and were not sure which exit to take. In 

other situations participants had to make late lane changes, merged at the last moment or 

even missed the opportunity to turn. The instructions given by the system seemed to be not 

clear enough to help drivers to know which way to go. On the other hand instructions by the 

Navigation System lead to (too) early lane changes, to too early use of the indicator or to using 

the indicator but not making a lane change. 

It was reported by the observers that the participants were diving slower on the ride were they 

had to find their way on their own, as they were searching more often for direction signs etc. 

Also in some cases the route of the participants had to be corrected more often while they were 
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diving without the Navigation System. On the other hand it was observed that the Navigation 

System draw attention away from the road, leading to situations where yielding or stop signs 

were missed or test persons were standing quite long at green lights hindering traffic. Also 

handling with the Navigation System while driving lead to situations in which guiding 

information was missed.  

3.3.2 Interaction behaviour 

With regard to interaction with other road users many similar observations were reported. Test 

persons were driving without foresight (hard braking before speed humps, driving against 

amber or red). The test persons also kept too short distances to the car ahead, were not 

indicating at all, or were making unnecessary lane changes. Frequently, erroneous interaction 

with other road users was observed on both rides. Test persons were forcing other cars or 

vulnerable road users to stop in situation when in fact they would have the priority to go.  

On both rides several conflicts with other cars and pedestrians were observed. Two rear-end 

and one right-angle conflict with a pedestrian while using the Navigation System were clearly 

related to the use of the Navigation System. In the rear-end conflicts the test persons were 

either unsure about the route guidance and braked or were forcing their way into a lane in order 

not to miss the next turn. In both situations the car driver coming from behind had to brake 

hard. In the right-angle conflict the test person was looking on the Navigation system and 

recognised too late that the traffic light changed to red, and he forced a pedestrian to quickly 

step back. 

3.4 Mobile Phone 

3.4.1 Overall observation  

The Mobile Phone was mainly used in urban areas during the observation rides. The feedback 

from the test persons after the observation rides with a phone conversation was different. 

Some of the participants did not have any problems driving and answering questions on the 

phone while others said that they felt uncomfortable having such kind of phone conversation. 

But not only the phone conversation caused problems, also handling the hands-free kit of the 

mobile phone was problematic for some. For example they put both hands away from the 

steering wheel or almost missed a turn during the adjustment of the device.  

With regard to speed it was reported that some participants clearly decreased their speed 

while talking on the phone. During the phone conversation participants had problems keeping 

the speed constant and were sometimes not aware of the current speed limit.  

When the participants were talking on the phone they were obviously distracted by the 

conversation and therefore missed the turn, turned right instead of left or chose the wrong lane 

to drive on. On the other hand, late braking manoeuvres, driving too far to the left/right or 
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driving against amber or red were observed regardless if the participants were talking on the 

phone or not.  

3.4.2 Interaction behaviour 

With regard to erroneous interaction some specific situations were only registered on the ride 

with the phone conversation; test persons had problems merging to another lane, were cutting 

the way of other cars during turning processes, had to brake hard as either a queue or a slow 

moving vehicle in front of them were recognised too late, forgot to turn off the indicator or were 

hindering other cars as they were blocking their way at the traffic light. 

Several conflicts with different characteristics were observed during the ride with and without 

the phone conversation. However, the conflicts which happened during the phone 

conversation were caused by the test persons, while the conflicts on the ride without a phone 

conversation were caused by other car drivers.  

4. Discussion  

4.1 Speed regulating systems (CC & SL) 

The two systems clearly helped the test persons to keep the correct speed and to drive too fast 

less often. But still the use of the systems did not prevent drivers from driving too fast and to 

use the system in a non–wished-for way. As the systems were depending on the active 

adaption of the speed it also causes problems when the change of the speed limit is not 

recognised by the drivers. An automotive detection of the speed limit would help to solve this 

problem. 

Problems with handling the systems appear when the user is not well acquainted with the 

system. The use of a system type with functions that were different from what they had been 

used to made some test persons uncomfortable. Also different interfaces, others than the one 

which the test persons are used to, lead to complaints. A standardisation of the designs 

amongst car brands and models would help drivers when different cars and systems are used. 

The position of the feet while using the Cruise Control was not correct in all cases. Feet were 

taken away from the pedals and were even put under the seat. In emergency situations, when 

one would have to react quickly, such a position of the feet would certainly cause problems.  

In general only minor differences in the interaction behaviour with and without an active system 

can be reported. In addition, in specific situations (overtaking manoeuvres, exiting the 

highway, slower car in front) the test persons either saw other cars too late or refused to adapt 

their speed actively. System functionality should be explained in a more understandable and 

user-friendly way also explaining that speed has to be adapted actively in specific situations.  

 

Table 1: Overview of the advantages and problems observed for speed regulating systems 
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Advantages Problems 

Cruise Control 

• System helps keeping the 

correct speed 

• System prevents from driving 

too fast 

• Good adaptation to the traffic 

situations 

• Problems using the system especially when it is not well known 

• Problems with the interface of the system especially when the 

system is not well known 

• Speed set in the CC depending on the driver � higher speeds 

possible 

• Position of the feet away from the pedals � problematic in 

emergency situations 

• Problems in specific situations when speed has to be adapted 

actively (overtaking situations, exiting the highway) 

Speed Limiter 

• System helps keeping the 

correct speed 

• System prevents from driving 

too fast 

• Problems using the system especially when it is not well known 

• Problems with the interface of the system especially when the 

system is not well known 

• Speed set in the SL depending on the driver � higher speeds 

possible 

• Speed set in the SL depending on the driver � change of speed 

limit not recognised (driving on with higher/lower speeds) 

4.2 Information and Communication systems (Sat-Nav & MP) 

4.2.1 Navigation System 

The route finding with the help of the Navigation System was better in comparison to when the 

test persons had to find their way on their own. Searching for the correct way without route 

guidance is often combined to reducing the speed in order to have more time to find direction 

signs. The instructions given by the Navigation System were not clear enough in all situations 

so that there were some problems with finding the way also with the system. Furthermore in 

some situations the test persons thought that an immediate reaction to the instruction by the 

Navigation System was necessary. In some cases the guidance of the Navigation System was 

not clear enough for an appropriate reaction of the drivers. Timely and clear provision of 

guidance information, especially roundabouts is needed in order to help the drivers to find the 

correct way. 
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In some cases the Navigation System was a source of distraction when test persons were 

checking the visual guidance and were not looking on the road anymore. This can cause 

problems especially at intersections (stop signs etc.). 

In general only minor differences in the interaction behaviour with and without an active 

Navigation System can be reported. But the use of the Navigation System created conflict 

situations either because the route guidance was not clear or the test persons were checking 

the visual guidance, thus withdrawing their attention from the road. System functionality should 

be explained in user-friendly way also explaining that the visual guidance can draw attention 

away from the road and therefore can cause problematic situations.  

4.2.2 Mobile Phone 

Not for all test persons it was easy to have a phone conversation and to answer questions 

while driving. The conversation drew attention away from the road as the participants were 

concentrating on answering the questions. Especially in situation with higher traffic volumes 

this caused problems. But not only the phone conversation caused problems. Also handling 

the hands-free kit drew attention away from the driving task. The fact that two hands were 

needed to adjust the kit was seen as problematic. In emergency situations this could cause 

serious problems. A system which takes into account the situation around the driver and 

therefore gives a recommendation if making a phone call would be advisable or even 

disconnect the mobile phone so that no calls would be possible, would help to keep the 

attention of the drivers on the road. Furthermore easy usable hands-free kits are necessary so 

that the drivers do not have to adjust it and keep their hands in a position so that in emergency 

situations an appropriated reaction can be done. 

An influence of the phone conversation on the speed behaviour was registered. Test persons 

had to concentrate on the phone conversation and compensated this by reducing speed. The 

additional task to talk on the phone lead to the situation that participants had problems with 

keeping the speed constant. 

The additional task of having a phone conversation and being concentrated on answering 

questions caused critical situations during the observation rides. As the attention of the test 

persons was on the phone talk they did not check enough if a lane change can be done in a 

save way or were driving too close to other cars and had to brake hard as the car in front 

slowed down. Furthermore they were ignoring the priority of other road users, who had to react 

to the test persons in order to avoid an accident. Awareness should be raise that phone 

conversations, especially in a dense traffic situation can cause problems. 

Table 2: Overview of the advantages and problems observed for information & communication 

systems 

Advantages Problems 
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Navigation System 

• System helps finding the correct way • Speed is more constant as less often it has to be 

searched for direction signs etc. 

• Vocal guidance is not clear enough all the time (also 

leads to checking the visual guidance, thereby drawing 

attention away from the road) 

• Vocal guidance is sometimes misinterpreted (also 

leads to checking the visual guidance and drawing 

attention away from the road) 

• Vocal guidance is sometimes given too early and leads 

to an immediate (inappropriate) reaction 

• Checking the visual guidance and handling the system 

draw attention away from road 

Mobile Phone 

 • Conversation draws attention away from the road 

leading to critical situations 

• Handling the hands-free kit causes problems 

• Speed behaviour while talking on the phone changes 

� Slower, unsteady, sometimes also higher 

• Problems in following the route guidance while talking 

on the phone 

 

4.3 Limitations 

During the observation rides different test routes were used and different observers were 

observing the test persons in the participating countries. The reliability of the data could suffer 

due to this test arrangement, as well as due to the fact that different observers, even if trained 

well, might focus on somewhat different issues of the driving behaviour. The test persons also 

were “slightly” forced to use the different system and might not use them in the same way in 

reality. However, the sample consisted of drivers with a high mileage per year who were using 

the systems regularly and, anyway, no severe problems while using the systems were 

observed. Especially the free observer data which consists of descriptions of many different 

situations seems to give an extensive overview of what might happen while using different 

systems. 
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4.4 Final conclusion 

The driving behaviour observations with the help of the “Wiener Fahrprobe” gave insight into 

the behaviour of the test persons while using different IVT systems. Specific results for each 

system could be reported. Especially the descriptions of the free observers showed how the 

test persons were handling the systems, how the driving and interaction behaviour changed 

while using it and how the test persons acted in the frame of communication processes ranging 

from friendly interaction to severe traffic conflicts. Thus it seems legitimate to say that the 

observations give a good overview over the influence of the IVT systems on the driving 

behaviour. These aspects of behaviour – interaction with others - cannot be registered nor 

analysed systematically with any other method. The results of the driving behaviour 

observation in combination with the other project results from the Focus Groups, the 

standardised online questionnaire and the naturalistic driving study will be used to develop 

recommendations for the design and refinement of in-vehicle technologies in terms of 

ergonomics and safety, and for appropriate instructions and training for drivers who will use 

them. Moreover, they open the path for better interpretation of automatically registered data 

provided by data-logs and cameras. These recommendation will be published 2013. 
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